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Overview
• Importance of performance evaluation (PE) for undergrad software engineers

• Challenges in teaching PE at undergrad level 

• Reflections from teaching a mandatory undergrad PE course 

• Strategies to improve student buy-in

• Open challenges
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Why does performance matter?

• Ignoring performance concerns has real-world implications
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• Organizations need engineers with PE skills

• Organizations predominantly hire undergrads as software engineers

• Undergrads don’t typically take PE courses

• Performance training is left to chance!
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Why does performance matter?

Source: US bureau of labor stats



Why is it hard to get curriculum real estate?

• ”Standard” curricula silent on PE

• ACM/IEEE standard includes 
”software quality”

• No explicit mention of topics such 
as performance modeling
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Why is it hard to get curriculum real estate?

• In some jurisdictions, engineering degrees need to be accredited 

• E.g., Canadian Engineering Accreditation Board (CEAB) in Canada

• Stipulates depth in software engineering

• BUT, also breadth – math, natural sciences, other engineering, professional 
practice

• Makes curriculum real estate scarce!
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U Calgary Curriculum
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Lone programming course!

Intro C/C++ Data structures
Comp organization
Object orientation



U Calgary Curriculum
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Architecture
Testing

Requirements
Networks

Operating systems
Databases

Processes
Performance!

Comp interfacing
Design



What do students want?
• Make up for “irrelevant” breadth courses 

• Not particular fans of math!

• Popular opinion on performance analysis

• “Not relevant to me”

• “Too much theory – more grad material!”

• Performance equals throwing latest hardware at systems

• How do we overcome this challenge?
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SENG 533: Software Performance Evaluation
• Course outline

• Motivation

• Performance oriented review of computer systems

• Software performance evaluation lifecycle

• Techniques – Modeling and Measurement

• Operational laws, MVA, a bit of advanced modeling (LQMs)

• Load testing

• Experiment design and analysis

• What are some key strategies to foster student buy in?
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Strategy 1: Establish linkages to real world

• Repeated use of appropriate industry/research case studies

• Example: Fortune 100 company’s retail Web site (discussed in week 1) 

• Poor throughput – slow page loads

• Throwing hardware at the solution did not work

• Step 1:  Outline the system and ask students to brainstorm

• Step 2: Explain the root cause of problem and the fix
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Strategy 1: Establish linkages to real world

• Root cause: software bottleneck due to a long critical section

• Fix: Use finer granularity synchronization
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Strategy 1: Establish linkages to real world

• Take home lessons of example

• Performance problems can have real implications

• Functional testing alone is not enough!

• Can’t just throw hardware at problems
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Strategy 2: Active learning

• Brainstorm realistic performance problems in group

• Example: Diagnosing scalability problems in a multi-core Web server 
(Hashemian et al., ICPE 2013)
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Why does the throughput scaling degrade beyond 4 cores?



Strategy 2: Active learning

• Root cause: Context switching behaviour/cold cache/interconnect bottleneck

• Fix: Two web server replicas – each affined to their own socket

• Take home lessons of example

• Performance analysis is fun – similar to detective work

• Even production grade software (Apache) can have scalability problems

• Throwing hardware (cores) at a system is not enough.
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Strategy 3: Prioritizing application over theory

• Focused on how to build models as opposed to how to solve them

• How to represent a given scenario with a model?

• What type of model is appropriate for a situation? (E.g., closed vs open)

• What are model assumptions? Are they likely to be valid?

• Allow formula/cheat sheet!

• Trade mathematical sophistication for student buy in
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Strategy 3: Prioritizing application over theory

Emphasis on model solution

Consider a 2 class system. The first class is interactive with 20 customers each having an 
average think time of 30 seconds. The CPU and network demands of the class are 
0.15 secs and 0.95 secs, respectively. The second class is batch having 10 customers.
The CPU and network demand of this class are 1 sec and 0.08 sec, respectively. Calculate the 
response time of the interactive class.

Emphasis on model building

A cloud provider is exploring the option of consolidating two applications from two
different cloud subscribers on to a physical machine having a single CPU core. The first
application is a short movie clip service with 20 customers each having an average think
time of 30 seconds. On average, the transfer of a movie clip demands 0.15 secs from the CPU 
and 0.95 secs from the network. The second application is a scientific computing batch 
program. There are 10 instances of this program running concurrently. The program places a 
demand of 1 secs on the CPU and 0.08 seconds on the network. The subscriber owning the first 
application stipulates that the mean response time per clip should not exceed 2 secs. Is 
consolidating these 2 apps a good idea?
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• Wording problems to emphasize application/model building



Strategy 4: Linking labs with lectures
• Simulate performance engineering practice with a 13-week project

• Show how to use analytic models in the process

• Example – Performance analysis of a microservice system

• Synthesize workloads – integrate with a load generator

• Validate load generator – e.g., is X = N/(R+Z) ?

• Obtain service utilizations - calculate demands using utilization law

• Build a LQM using estimated demands and service dependencies

• Validate model predictions – discuss how assumptions impact predictions

• Use model to conduct “what-if” analyses, e.g., impact of different scaling strategies
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Open challenges

• Course has been generally well received 

• However, several open challenges remain

• Challenge 1: Not ideal to teach PE in a silo

• Need integration with other aspects of software engineering

• Demands team teaching type effort

• Challenge 2: How do we teach advanced models without scaring students?

• Challenge 3: Is teaching queuing theory irrelevant given rise of ML/AI models?

• ……….
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Thank you!


